When a facility receives a citation from the Joint Commission, they must remedy their Statement of Condition (SOC) with an Evidence of Standards Condition (ESC) within 60 calendar days. Previously, 6-month extensions were available directly via Joint Commission - this is no longer the case. As of August 1, 2016 extensions are still available, but the process is lengthy and requests must now be approved by BOTH the Joint Commission and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).

CS Acrovyn Doors is committed to providing Joint Commission door deliveries at an accelerated lead time of 4 weeks to ensure facilities meet this 60-day deadline.

## Accelerated lead times for Joint Commission Orders

### How does it work?

In order to provide this accelerated lead time:

- Request must be submitted immediately after the citing
- Request should be titled “Joint Commission Order” to alert all parties involved

The lead time begins as soon as ALL machining information has been provided to CS Acrovyn Doors. This includes color, fire ratings, hardware locations, door numbers, handing, pre-fit dimensions and vision panel information.

### What’s not included?

There are a few limitations for this program:

- Brand new custom colors
- Barrier-Resistant Doors
- Stainless steel edges
- Panel Doors

These types of orders are not eligible for this accelerated lead time.

CS Acrovyn Doors is intent on helping your facilities combat this process change and making deficient door replacements as painless as possible. For any questions, please contact your local representative or call 800.416.6586. For machining sheets, please visit www.c-sgroup.com/door.